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He’s groovy! He’s sexy! He’s a hit with all the kids! Who’s that? Paul McCartney? Davy Jones?
NO! it’s Mr. Spock - WAIT! It’s Leonard Nimoy! The two are inseparable and both are cultural
icons. This book captures the moment in time in the far out 60s when Leonard Nimoy was
signed to a five album record deal for Dot Records, signed a universe of autographs, and toured
the country to promote his singing career to throngs of adoring fans. Highly illogical? You be the
judge in this one hundred page book filled with full color photos, press clippings, a historical
essay, and collectors discography. Find out the story behind the viral Malibu U video “The Ballad
of Bilbo Baggins” and how Leonard Nimoy in his inimitable fashion survived the bumps and
bruises from his infamous Golden Throats recordings to live long and prosper as a man of many
talents.
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who didn’t when someone shouted,“Turn that crap off!”“Not always successful, we tried a
number of avenues and occasionally did some work which still makes me feel good. Those were
complicated times and I think the work shows the effort to deal with hope, frustration, loss and
love.”~ Leonard Nimoy, 2007Table of ContentsPREFACEFROM EARTH TO THE STARSTHE
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is full of music, and we are lovers of it. We especially have a soft spot for the “orphan” music of
the world — recordings of long ago that were made with the best of intentions, yet, for whatever
reason, have become either almost lost to time and/or the target of “aesthetic bullying” by casual
listeners who quickly dismiss the music as the work of the seriously misguided or temporarily
psychotic.Which leads us to the musical career of Leonard Nimoy. Like many people, we were
first exposed to some of his songs for “camp value” reasons (celebrity albums are usually train
wrecks, plus these are by Spock!), but, damn it, no matter what Leonard Nimoy created in his
lifetime, he always brought a charisma and style to it. Soon, we were grooving to his five-LP
catalog. Our enjoyment, however, was dampened by our annoyance at the snarky attitude about
Nimoy’s music that prevailed on the internet in the early 2000s.In 2006, we decided to do



something to turn the tide: we did a deep dive into the history behind these records and created
the website maidenwine.com. The goal of Maiden Wine was to set the record straight and prove
that Nimoy’s music wasn’t a joke — it was rooted in the exciting whirl of pop culture, social
awareness, and flower power happening in the 1960s. Once his music was placed in its proper
context, it all made sense, and best of all, this context was really cool and fun. Stir together a
space alien teen idol, top notch producers, funny novelty songs, tender folksongs, and hordes of
adoring fans, and you have the fascinating musical career of Leonard Nimoy.Once Maiden Wine
was launched, it didn’t take long to see our work propagate across the internet. We knew we had
truly achieved our goal when we received a thank you from the man himself for helping this new
audience see his music in a different light.Warp forward to 2019: What foolish humans maintain
a website anymore? We decided to take our collection of stories, photos, clippings,
discographies, and listings of musical stage, film, and TV appearances — all things Maiden
Wine — and publish this book. We have updated and expanded the content to provide the
reader with an informational guide along with an entertaining history behind the music.All this
being said, one might still ask, “What’s so special about Leonard Nimoy’s music?” As we will
explore in this book, Nimoy’s music is a reflection of the times in which it was created: funny,
serious, groovy, and square. It was the perfect time to capture the duality of Spock the alien and
Nimoy the human in song, a unique blend that makes it both intriguing and endearing to this
day.~ Joe and Darlene LaceyFROM EARTH TO THE STARSA Star(ship) Is BornSeptember 8,
1966. On the surface, a day like any other, but in fact it was the day when the beloved character
Mr. Spock first appeared in America’s homes on the groundbreaking science fiction television
series, Star Trek. And with that appearance, a love affair was sparked between the public and
the man who portrayed Mr. Spock, Leonard Nimoy.Suddenly, the world was abuzz with
questions and talk about Star Trek, Spock, and Leonard Nimoy. They were intrigued by the stoic,
logical half-human, half-Vulcan Spock and curious to learn all about the human who portrayed
him. Did he have any feelings? What was he like at home? Did he have a family? What were his
hobbies? What were his favorite colors? What were his passions? Was he anything like Spock?
Nimoy appeared on magazine covers, in newspaper articles, on radio shows, on variety shows,
and on talk shows. He was deluged with fan mail, besieged by mobs at personal appearances,
and, to his own surprise, he became a sex symbol. In the midst of this Spockmania (or was it
Nimoymania?), he also became a recording star.In December of 1966, Dot Records executives
approached the producers of Star Trek with the idea of releasing a Star Trek-themed album.
There were already Star Trek toys, cereal prizes, model kits, and every other kind of product that
the public was snapping up, so why not a record? The Star Trek cast had already revealed a
musical side in the episode “Charlie X” (September 15, 1966). In it, Mr. Spock is seen for the first
time strumming and plucking his Vulcan lyrette (a twelve-string instrument that resembles a
hand-held harp) in the mess hall. Inspired by what she hears, Lieutenant Uhura (Nichelle
Nichols) joins in, irreverently singing about Spock’s dangerous sex appeal in “Oh, On the
Starship Enterprise” (“Girls in space, be wary! We know not what he’ll do”).Surely there was



potential here, and the executives at Dot Records recognized it. They sent Desilu Studios
executive Herbert F. Solow a proposal. Solow responded with the following memo:I think we
should push any record company that wants to do an outer space or Vulcan or any other single
record or album, be it straight dramatic music, weird music, Nichelle Nichols singing, Bill
Shatner doing bird calls or even the sound of Gene Roddenberry polishing a semi-precious
stone on his grinder.For Nimoy this resulted in the release of five LPs on Dot Records, a
subsidiary of Paramount Pictures, from 1967 to 1970. Since then, his music has appeared on a
number of compilations and reissues. It was a career that began largely through serendipity. In a
1968 interview for Voices of VISTA, a long running governmental radio program promoting the
VISTA volunteer service organization, he explained how his recording career got
started.“Charles Grean of Dot Records had arranged with the studio to do an album of space
music based on music from Star Trek, and he has a teenage daughter who’s a fan of the show
and a fan of Mr. Spock. She said, ‘Well, if you’re going to do an album of music from Star Trek,
then Mr. Spock should be on the album.’So, Dot contacted me and asked me if I would be
interested in either speaking or singing on the record. I said I was very interested in doing both.
[...] That was the first album we did, which was called ‘Mr. Spock’s Music from Outer Space’. It
was very well-received and successful enough that Dot then approached me and asked me to
sign a long-term contract.”Nimoy put himself in good company when he signed with Dot to work
with Charles Randolph Grean (pronounced Gree-AHN), a musician, composer, arranger, and
producer who is probably best known as the composer of “Quentin’s Theme” for the 1966-71
television goth soap opera, Dark Shadows. Grean had a long list of successes during a career
that spanned over 60 years. While working for RCA Victor in the late forties and early fifties, he
produced Merv Griffin’s “I’ve Got a Lovely Bunch of Coconuts” and wrote “The Thing” for Phil
Harris, both monster chart-topping novelty hit songs. He soon went on to become head of pop
artists and repertoire at RCA, where he worked with a number of country stars such as Roy
Rogers, The Carter Family, The Sons of the Pioneers, and Vaughn Monroe, whose classic #2 hit
“Riders in the Sky” was produced by Grean. He later went on to manage country legend Eddie
Arnold, and he arranged the strings on Nat King Cole’s holiday classic, “The Christmas
Song”.As Nimoy described in his Voices of VISTA interview, his first album, Leonard Nimoy
Presents Mr. Spock’s Music from Outer Space, was largely comprised of groovy arrangements
of Star Trek and space-themed songs. This album is a mod musical celebration of Star Trek and
Mr. Spock’s intriguing point of view. Roughly half the album contains instrumentals, opening with
a hip adaptation of the “Theme from ‘Star Trek’”. It also included an instrumental version of
“Beyond Antares”, a song from the Star Trek episodes “The Conscience of the King” and “The
Changeling” (cowritten by Star Trek musical director Wilbur Hatch and producer Gene L. Coon).
The LP even included an instrumental Space Age twist to a pop standard with “Music to Watch
Space Girls By”. Coincidentally, the album also forecasts the next step in his acting career by
including an arrangement of the theme to Mission: Impossible (the TV show being another hit
Paramount production that outlasted Star Trek’s run).On the songs with vocals, half are spoken



word, with Spock intoning wise and often humorous observations on life and the cosmos
(“Alien”, “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Earth”, “Visit to a Sad Planet”). Nimoy shared writing credit with
Grean and Fred Hertz on “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Earth”, a song that goes straight for laughs with
Spock challenging us earthlings to ponder how the other half (the Vulcans) live. (“Have you
considered the possibility that [when people] wish on a star, the star people wish upon an
earth?”)On the remaining three songs, Spock gets serious and sings, backed by Star
Trek theme song-like arrangements (“Where is Love”, “Lost in the Stars,” “You Are Not Alone”).
The album now had a little of everything. Engineered by the legendary owner of Regent Sound
Studios, Bob Liftin, it had all the ingredients to become a hit.On the album jacket, Dot Records
carefully balanced the dual identities of Nimoy and Spock, first with the title Leonard Nimoy
Presents Mr. Spock’s Music from Outer Space. Spock is on the front cover holding a model of
the starship Enterprise, while on the back we see a large smiling photo of Nimoy (no pointy ears,
red blooded) along with a nice write-up about him as a talent:LEONARD NIMOY … portrays Mr.
Spock, the science officer and first officer on the U.S.S. “ENTERPRISE,” seen traveling through
the galaxies on “STAR TREK”. Nimoy is an extremely versatile actor, having appeared in at least
100 TV shows, a number of major motion pictures and stage productions. He has long enjoyed
music and his taste varies from Bach to Beatles. A year ago, he made his singing debut in a
stage production of “Irma La Douce” with Juliet Prowse — until that time his singing had been
limited to the shower and to parties where he accompanied himself on folk guitar. When
approached to do an album for Dot, Nimoy welcomed the opportunity of presenting Mr. Spock’s
debut in the world.However, whatever effort had been made to promote Nimoy the person was
eradicated by newspaper ads that blared in large type:NOW - STAR TREK’S MR. SPOCK - ON
DOT RECORDS!Leonard Nimoy, TV’s favorite Spaceman, Mr. Spock, narrates and sings to you
in his new cosmic album, MR. SPOCK’S MUSIC FROM OUTER SPACE.For a copy of Mr.
Spock’s autographed picture, cut out the number appearing in the corner of your album and mail
to:DOT RECORDS DEPT. DN 518101 WEST 55TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019Mr. Spock
is even autographing the pictures! Leonard Nimoy… who?This is the start of the battle for
identity between Spock and Nimoy that plays out across his five LPs. Where does Spock end
and Nimoy begin? Who do we want to hear? Or are they one and the same? Even Leonard
Nimoy had trouble separating the two identities. First, he published a book I am Not Spock in
1975, then followed it up two decades later with the book I Am Spock. Confusing times for
everyone.But for now, let’s just focus on 1967. Released in June, the album did indeed become
a top seller, peaking on the Billboard charts at #83 on August 5th despite some stiff competition
from the Beatles (Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band), the Monkees (Headquarters), the
Rolling Stones (Flowers), Jefferson Airplane (Surrealistic Pillow) and the Doors (The Doors) in
the Top Five. #83 might not be as impressive, but his album was positioned between Sergio
Mendes & Brasil ’66 at #82 and Frank Sinatra & Antonio Carlos Jobim at #84!With the success
of his first album, Nimoy’s already huge popularity soared even more. According to his memoir, I
Am Spock, he once signed over eight thousand autographs in one sitting during his record tour.



He would have signed more, but his ability to write gave out. He also recalls how the throngs at
his public appearances sometimes got so excited that he was forced to resort to Beatles-like
escapes. At one autograph signing for the album at a Long Island department store the crowd
began straining toward him so much that the protective gates started to collapse. The store
manager whisked him away to the back offices, but this left them trapped with no way out except
back through the crowd. They wound up placing a call to the fire department and climbing up to
the roof where they were rescued by hook-and-ladder.That escapade was the most dramatic,
but not unusual. His autograph signings needed security to control the mobs of adoring fans,
and he could no longer leave the house without planning some sort of tactical maneuvers to
manage the fans. He was receiving over two thousand fan letters a week, a situation that got out
of hand when16 magazine gave out his home address in one issue, resulting in a mountain of
mail at Nimoy’s house.Always the trouper, Nimoy appeared with his family “having a ball”
opening fan mail in the November ‘67 issue of 16, capped off with a pointed P.S. that directed
fans to send letters to NBC Studios in Burbank rather than his home address.Highly Profitable!
Nimoy’s career, both as an actor and a recording star, was flying high. He returned to the studio
with Grean to record his second album, Two Sides of Leonard Nimoy, released in January 1968
by Dot.The popularity of Nimoy as the man himself rather than just the man portraying Spock led
to a new approach on this follow-up album. Instead of mentioning Mr. Spock in the title, Nimoy
was now the headliner. The title’s “two sides” refers to the two sides of the record, with Nimoy
singing from Spock’s super-intelligent point of view on the first and then singing from his own
heartfelt point view on the flipside. Spock and Nimoy each get equally-sized photos with Spock
looking serious, gazing to the left and Nimoy grinning, gazing off to the right. A photo of Nimoy is
also featured prominently on the back. The liner notes on the back of the album explain the
theme this way:

The Musical Touch The Batman, The Musical Touch The Staircase, The Musical Touch The
Boys, The Musical Touch The Quarry, The Musical Touch The Northman, The Musical Touch
The Knot, The Musical The Staircase



Son of Flintstone Munchausen, “Incredibly fun skimpy little picture book with full shots of album
covers and record labels. What can I say? It's fun and useful. Nimoy's "singing" career didn't
last very long, but it's unforgettable and it works even if the straight music owes more to Jerry
Vale and Glen Campbell than the Beatles.I have a fascination with, um, uncommercial voices
croaking and butchering pop music, especially the groovy go-go late '60s, and the Spock
character is a hippie archtype. Leonard Nimoy's vocal prowress is the equal of Bob Dylan's, and
both Nimoy and Dylan have a similar artistic flavor. Dot Records specialized in middle-of-the-
road establishment pop albums during the '60s (Dot segued from white cover rock 'n roll singles
to boredom pop when the label signed Lawrence Welk away from Coral Records in 1960-61),
and Nimoy managed to mashup hippie flower power sensibilities with Welkosian boredom
schlock for a five album gig due to the miracle of the Star Trek TV show. The result is a bizarre
mixture of '60s middle-of-the-road schlock with an intoxicating paisley twist. Nimoy's muse
manages to walk a fine line incorporating such diverse styles as Lawrence Welk pop, Bob Dylan
stream of unfathomable conscious gibberish, and Tiny Tim tripping the LSD-flavored light
fantastic singing Vaudeville ragtime.The book is a small but intense little discography which
fleshes out in glorious pictorial splender the musical listings of Nimoy's catalog listed in
Goldmine Celebrity Vocals book. In the late '60s Dot specialized in pre-rock pop acts, put out
oodles and oodles of retread (re-recorded) phony "hits" albums by old popsters like Eddie
Fisher, the Andrews Sisters, Don Cornell, and Jimmie Rodgers. By '66, the label also got into
TV actor singers crooning dinosaur pop, such as Mike Minor (PETTICOAT JUNCTION), Barbara
Eden (I DREAM OF JEANNIE), Greg Morris (MISSION IMPOSSIBLE; actually he talks the
whole Lp, sheesh!), as well as sponsoring a one-off folk rock album by an actor-sponsored
Menudo kinda group, The Jerry Lewis Singers (ulp!). So... Nimoy was part of the trend at the
label.I note on page 97 of this book an August 1, 1968, reference that stated that Nimoy's first
two albums had sold 130,000 and 65,000 copies each, respectively. Checking my Whitburn
Billboard and Cash Box album charts, I noted that Nimoy's two albums, MR. SPOCK'S MUSIC
FROM OUTER SPACE and TWO SIDES OF LEONARD NIMOY, had similar chart runs and
peaks, but the second album did exactly half the longevity of the first album, which nicely
correlates to both albums selling about 5000 copies a week when they charted. The final three
albums were uncharted, which likely burnt off Nimoy's sales royalties' credits. I also spied a
dating mistake on the album, SPACE ODYSSEY, Pickwick SPC 3199, which actually dates from
December, 1969. Considering Dot Records' sale in 1966 and the label's catalog dump of all
those Welk and Billy Vaughn pop '60s albums, Dot unloaded Nimoy's spacey back catalog as
scrap in late '69, just as they did with Welk's catalog, the Lennon Sisters, and Pat Boone, to junk
label Pickwick.Nimoy's music might be very much like releases by Lorne Greene, Telly Savalas,
Jack Palance, Ed McMahon, Regis Philbin, and Robert Mitchum, but he's closer to the artistic
class of Tiny Tim and Bob Dylan.”



Doctor Bonkersane, “A fascinating compendium of amazing "other" career of Leonard Nimoy..
Think you know the nature Leonard Nimoy's talents? Perhaps you are already aware that he
acted in far more creations than just the original Star Trek television series and its cinematic
offshoots. Perhaps you recall his work in musical theater. But were you aware of his other, hipper,
groovier side? See, for a time in the 2nd half of the twentieth century, if you were a "star," be it a
TV actor, a stage persona, or a fixture of the big screen, the star-makers were always looking out
for new and different ways to amplify your presence in the minds of the public. So, when the
possibility of spinning things off of the newly successful futuristic space show began to
materialize, the casts', and in particular Mr. Nimoy's, musical prowess was brought to the fore.
Desilu executive H. F. Solow went so far as to suggest they release anything, up to and including
records of William Shatner doing bird calls, Gene Roddenberry polishing stones, and what
actually became something of a teen sensation--Leonard Nimoy singing. Which brings us to this
marvelous new book by the Laceys. Darlene and Joe have been meticulously collecting and
preserving information and memorabilia from the Nimoy musical treasury for many years now,
having an one time maintained a website devoted specifically to his songbook, named after a
song called "Maiden Wine" which Spock sang in a Trek episode. The knowledge and
accumulated photos, illustrations, discography, advertisements, fan club trinkets, and much,
much more can be found between the covers of "The Musical Touch of Leonard Nimoy." If you
were lucky enough, like myself, to have grown up (or were already grown) during the 60's, this
book will provide a nostalgic trip to a golden time, with many moments of "Wow--I remember
that," or "I never knew that was him!" Or, if all you know of that era is from television reruns or
history books, well then, buckle up--you're in for a treat. All five (FIVE!) of Nimoy's official
releases are documented here, as well as appearances on television shows and benefit
concerts, and many illustrations and period photographs of everything from Mr. Nimoy in the
recording studio, to fan club goodies like buttons and color-yourself drawings. And since most, if
not all, of Nimoy's musical output is now available on the internet, you can actually listen to the
songs listed in the book while you are enjoying it. DO seek out "The Ballad of Bilbo Baggins,"
especially the video of Mr. Nimoy singing it surrounded by beach-era beauties. It is a moment
that could only have happened in the late 60's. So, in short, this is an absolute treasure trove of a
book, one deserving of my highest praise, which is simply that I intend to purchase several
copies of this to give as holiday gifts or birthday presents to my friends lucky enough to share my
affinity for all things Nimoy, and the glories of quirky 20th century music.Buy it. Kirk out.”

150H, “Tolle Entdeckung. Ich war sehr überrascht, dass es ein Buch über Leonard Nimoys kurze
Musikkarriere gibt und habe es mir sofort bestellt.Auf rund 100 zum Teil sehr schön bebilderten
Seiten schildern die Autoren u. a. wie es dazu kam, dass Mr. Nimoy insgesamt 5 Alben
aufgenommen hat, liefern einige Anekdoten aus dieser sehr bewegten Zeit und erklären den
damaligen Kontext, in dem die Alben entstanden sind (Hippie Bewegung, Vietnam Krieg).
Außerdem enthält das Buch seine komplette Discographie.Die Authoren haben sich auf eine



sehr liebevolle Art der Geschichte von Nimoys Musikkarriere angenommen. Das Buch basiert
auf ihrer Webseite über Nimoys Musik.Laut den Authoren und meinen eigenen Erfahrungen ist
vielen nicht bekannt, dass der hauptsächlich als Mr. Spock bekannt gewordene Schauspieler
auch kurz als Sänger tätig war, was eigentlich schade ist. Ich kann es nur weiterempfehlen.Die
Sprache ist Englisch.”

The book by Darlene Lacey has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 23 people have provided feedback.
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